
Gubei International Plaza Investors (GIP) – Rental Update 
 
        July 18th, 2008 
 
Shanghai Vision Asset Management (SVAM) Shanghai can confirm that the rental for 
GIP has been paid on time and in full to all investors for the first 12 month period even 
through this tough rental and credit tightening period. 
 
This marks the end of the first year in a three year rental period between you and the 
Chinese rental management company, Belgravia Hotel Management Co. Ltd (Belgravia),  
set up to manage the GIP building. 
 
Shanghai Vision Asset Management (SVAM) Shanghai wishes to notify you that it has 
experienced resistance and late payment of the rental during this first year period and has 
had to invest many resources into getting these fore-mentioned payments made.  
 
What happens next? 
Shanghai Vision Asset Management (SVAM) Shanghai has enclosed a letter directly 
from Belgravia Hotel Management Co. Ltd (Belgravia). It is our reading of this letter 
without prejudice that the rental yield for the remaining 2 year period will be 4% and 
shall not continue as 6% yield. Otherwise, as stated by Belgravia Hotel Management Co. 
Ltd (Belgravia), their entity will go into liquidation. (Liquidation would result in a 
complete halt in any rental payments to zero) 
 
Following independent research, it is the opinion of Shanghai Vision Asset Management 
(SVAM) Shanghai that the 4% rental yield offered is a strong yield in the current market 
for the GIP area. 
 
Next Steps 
Shanghai Vision Asset Management (SVAM) Shanghai will continue to process rental 
payments made and credit them to your Shanghai bank account on your behalf.  
Please contact any solicitor in Shanghai of your choice if you wish to challenge this new 
rental offering as SVAM Shanghai feel they have exhausted every opportunity available 
on your behalf thus far.  
 
NOTE: SVAM Shanghai is remunerated on a % of the gross rental income you receive. 
Therefore it is much incentivised to get the highest rental income paid for you as possible, 
as mentioned it is our opinion that the 4% yield alternative offered to prevent rental 
company liquidation, is strong for the GIP area.  
 
 

Please check our website at www.shanghaivisionassetmanagement.com for updates about 
Shanghai, about your investment (s) and about us. 

 








